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ABSTRACT

Since 1953 when the first device was built, the proton microprobe

has become incneasingLy imporbant as an anal-ytieal tool. This thesis

describes work canried out to design the Maniloba Profon Micropnobe.

The ManiLoba Mieroprobe is based on the 'rRussian quadrupletrf l-ens

system. The de-sign goal was t,o achieve a minimurn beam spot size using

an Íterative oplimizaLion procedure to arrive at a set of compromise

values for sevenal paramet,ers. The optical characterÍstics of t,he

rfRussian quadruplet" lens configuration hrere invest,igated. A similan

anal-ysis wa.s made on the pre-microprobe lens syst,em; a magnetic doublet

configunation. The microprobe system is optimized so Uhat a spot

diameter of 22.5 um is achieved for the range of proton energies

provided by the cyclotron. A brief review of some existing'prot,on

microprobes is given with the descripLion of the advantage of the

Manitoba Proton Microprobe System.
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INTRODUCTION

A microprobe is a device whlch focuses a beam of lons into
dimensions of a um or less and is used fon microanalysis in many flelcls
of science. The etectron mlcroprobe, which focuses electnons, has

developed lnto a precision inctrument in recent years. Now, however,

enengetic ion microprobes are pnovlng t,o have many advantages over the

eleetron micnoprobe for analytical work. rn part,lcuran, prot,on

microprobes are beginning to play a majon role ln Lhis fieÌd.

A proton micnoprobe ls of value in many areas such as medieine,

biology, metallurgy and geology. rn the work presented in this t,ext, a

general, but qualitative description of the micnopnobe system is given.

This comprises a summary of che beam optic theony involved in such

systems and a survey of their configurations and overatl performance.

The university of Manit,oba microprobe is based on the 'rRussian

quadruplet'r design of lens system (Dymnikov, 1965) which contains four

magnetic quadrupole lenses.

In chapter ( I ) , we explaln the action of a micnoprobe facility
fn genenal and the nules governing its penfonmances and charactenlstics.

various t,echniques for micnobeam productfon are arso reviewed. A

comparison with the elassieat electron microprobe and t,he advantages of
the proton micnopnobe oven such systems are gÍven Ín <tetail. A simpre

but, adequate representation of a magnetlc quadrupole and the flelcl
clistnibution inside the aperture ls also presented. chapter (2)

-2-



confains a historical neview of proton microprobe development and its
progress over the years. This ls illusLrabed by a nevlew of the major

facilitles which utilize beams with energles ln the range from l'6 Mev

from tandem and singre-ended van <le Gnaaff aceelerators as well as

facilities which use beans exlracted from hlgher energy cyclotrons.

Through t,his review, the eapabiliLy of dlfferent, lens conflguratlons and

arrangements in producing the microprobe lmage is fdentlfied through a

review of availabre and reported data. At bhe end of this chapter, we

give lhe chanacterlstles of our adopted clesign and the manf advant,ages

this system may offer.

The theoretlcal aspects of such devlces are of imporlance. The

natrix method ls one of t,he most common techniques appliecl by seientists
to beam t,ransport system analysis toclay. He have employed in our stucly

-two computer codes which utitize bhls parLicular method for beam optic
calculations. The method is described and derived from the equations of

motion of the beam in chapter (3). The clerivaÈion is initially made by

using a lransfer matrix representatlon to ftrst order for each system

element. Matrix multipllcatlon is canried out ln t,hat fashion for the
rrRusslan quadrupletft lens conf igurat,ion which has been chosen fon ow

microprobe facitlty. The main lens paraneters are then derivecl from the

elements of the flnal matrix. The method fon expanding the tnansfer

matrix fnom the flrst order to include coefflclents of up to and

inclucling the t,hlrd order is then presented in a simple form.

-3-



fn order to undenstand the relabionships between the many lens

and beam parameters and the influence of such rerationships on the

microbeam spot si ze we have attempted to assess the effect,s of varying

one parameteP or more at a time and record the change in othen factors

in chapter (4). The effeets of the separation distance between

neÍghbonÍng quadrupoles, objeet distance, image distance, beam energy

and divergence angles, etc., orì the spot size are examined.

calculations involving aberration coeffieients to thind order are

essential in any lens system analysis since the contribution of such

aberrations is veny large and destruct,ive to the image qual-ity and size.

The effects of t,he main abenratÍon coefficients on the lens and the beam

panameters were detenmined unden various assumptions such as: a)

fringing fieì.d effect-s are ignoned and b) two particular kinds of

fringing field functions are considered. Graphic figwes of the

distribution of protons al lhe image pì.ane con.qidering up to third order

effects were obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation t,echnique. These

figures have disprayed the contributions of the chromatic and t,he

spherical abernations to t,he spot si ze for diffenent, values of energy

spread and beam divengence angles.

From the results of the analysis and calculations of chapLer

(4), optimÍzation processes blere followed for the purpose of realizing

the besb conf iguration fon our design. The calcula¿ion-s aJ.so provided

the aeceptable initial beam panameters for the micropnobe system so that

an optimum image size could be obtained. The finar design of our

microprobe facility is reported in chapter (5). Further, details about

-4-



the tests performed on the len.s elements, the construclion procedure for

these erements and the flnal assembly of t,he system are given.

In fhe last chapter, we reach a number of conclusions and make

suggest,ions which result from thls st,udy.

-5-



CHAPTER 1

ROLE AND FTJNCTIOI{ OF THE PROTON MICROPROBE
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CHAPTER 1

ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE PROTON MICROPROBE

t .1 Hlstorlcal review of t,he mfcroprobe

Electnon microprobes have been in existence for the J.asf fifty
years and are used for x-ray analysis in vanious bnanches of -science.

rt was not unlil the end of the'l960rs that physieists stant,ed t,o think
of possible ways to reduce the lange background effects associated with

an elect'ron micropnobe. By combining the enormous knowledge of electron

optics and the acceleraton reLated ion opticsl, scientist-q made the

first step toward-s t,he development of á n"* and more sophisticated

analytical tool, the prot,on microprobe.

Using pnoton microbeams rather than el-ecfron microbeams ha.q many

advantages. The total brem.ssLrahlung background ob.served in electron

systems i-q reduced in the proton mlcropnobe since it is proportional to
lhe squane of m-lm ^ '''. The proton microprobe allows us to detecL'epr'
certain undetecbable tnace elements (e.g. rare earth) at, the ppm level4
which cannot be detected by t,he electron micnoprobe. This fact has Þeen

demonstnated on various occaslons. An additional advantage of procon

mierobeams is thein low multiple scatfering of protons companed to

eLectron microbeams. This is due to their highen "n""gyl and mass. oun

system will ufilize a new analytical technique of beam Lransmission



through a very Ehin t,anget to produce a monoenergetic x_ray emission.

The first Íon microbeam ever produced was in 1g53 by Zirkte andÂ
Bloom- using the collimation method. Howeven, Cookson et aI. had the
privilege of building the firsü focusing proton micnopnobe at A.E.R.E.,
Harwer-r. in r9695. Since then the numben of existing mieropnobes has
grown exponentially. Most of these systems foeus the proton beam Lo a
few micrometers in spot size and such resolution.s are sufficient, for
most applications of the instrumenl. However, an interest in examining
'sampLes of dimension's down to a micron in size has estabrished the need
for smarrer beam sizes; a faet which has encouraged system designers Lo
search for methods of reducing the eont,ribution of abernations Lo beam
spot size. Reeently, Micnoscope Associates, rne. have neport,ed their
achievement in producing a o.5xo.5 v^2 spot ar 1.2 Mev proton energy
from an aehromatic magnefic doublet,6.

1.2
with a mlcro robe

rt has been reportea' thab prot,on indueed x-ray emission (prxE)
was first used as an analyticar technique for trace elemenbs in 1g6g.
since that time the tool has been widely accepted as a powerfur
analyticar. method fon detecting multiple eJ.ements simultaneously wifh
high sensiLivity in many instances to ppb. Thi.s high sen.sitivity has
been reached because of the devel.pment of high resorution x_ray
detecLors. Another advantage of using prx' for trace erement analysis
is irs chanact'erisüic of being non-destnuctive bo ühe analyzed sampr.e.
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PrxE is produced by an atomic process in which there is an energy

dependent probabiliLy bhaf a prot,on at high energy wÍrr knock out an

inner-shell electron from atoms in the target. l,fhen electrons from

higher energy Levels move t,o fill the gap creaLect by che ejected

eLectnon, an x-nay quantum witl be emitted (figune 1.1). The energy of

this emitted x-ray is charact,eristic of the t,arget atom. By using high

resolution solid-state det,ectors, which can detect a wide range of

x-rays as well as resolving various energies of x-rays efficientry, we

can obtain informaLion about, the elements and thein concenLrations in
the Larget under consideration.

There ane however some difficuLties inhenent with the prXE

method. The det,eetion Limits are determined by x-ray product,ion enoss

sections and the continuous background radiation which results from the

interaction of the proton beam with t,he sampleS. since t,he K x-ray

production cross-.section is a functÍon of incident particJ.e energy, the

sfudy of such ray.s should be constructed at that pnoton energy fon which

the yield is maximum9.

With PIXE, samples are irradiated with pnoton beams of si ze 2 mm

in diameten and nesults obt,ained for relalivery large areas of the

sample. These results ane accuna¿e enough to give the elemental

composition of a sample with no reference to the element,al distribution
within the sample. The concept of the micropnobe is t,o reduce the beam

size to the ¡rm level so that iL becomes smaller t,han the size of a p1ant,

on animal tissue cell. once this is achieved, we wllr have a more

-9-
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the process of proton
Induced X-Ray Emission (piXE) to proau-ethe characteristic K and L x-rays.
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polrerful tool for analysis.

rnformaLion may be obtained by scanning the beam in order to

survey the chemical composition of the celr itself. This valuable,

detaired information on traee erements, which includes their
concentration and disbribution within microseopic volumes of lhe sample,

is of great impontance in advancing several areas of science.

1.3 The functlon and varlety of proton mlcroprobes

As described above, the objective of building a proton microprobe

is to find a means to focus a proton beam to a few micrometers or even a

fraction of a micromet,er in size. Two available techniques can be

employed to achieve such a small beam dimension; collÍmation or foeusing

bhe particle beams.

1 .3.1 Collfmation nicroprobes

This is t,he simplest of the two techniques. rt does not employ

any type of Lens to produee fine beams. The beam dÍmensions are defined

by a collimating diaphragm and depend upon the degree of beam scatt,ering

fnom the collimating edge. As pneviously ment,ioned, the finst mierobeam

was produced using this method seventeen years befone bhe finst focusing

micropnobe was buitt at Harwell. This microbeam was satisfactory fon

the purpose at, the time, which was to study the effect of radiation on

animaL cells. There are severat drawbacks which set limitations on t,he
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use of a collimated microbeam. The tran-qmitted current of the

collimated beam 1s pnoportional to the area of the collimat,ing aperture.

The scattering of particles from the slit edge adds a halo to the beam

size which is proportional to t,he cincumfenence of fhe slit5. Separate

sLudies have been done to improve t,he performance of the slit by

studying the effect of sli! thickness and shape on Lhe beam seattening.

This topic wiII be discussed in chapter (5). Since the collimation

microprobe employs no focusing elements, bhe anguran divengence of the

beam after passing through the collimatÍng sli! should be very small so

as to minimize the beam spreacling when it hit,s the target,l0. This can

be made possible by using a lens system prion t,o the collimator;

however' Liouvillers theorem, which states that the emittance of a beam

with fixed enengy is a constant, implies that, any reduction in the

divergeñce of the beam at the object position will result in an incnease

in its dimensions at t,he image posifion and therefone creaLes a targe

reduction in the beam intensity after passing through the cottimator.

To avoid 1ow beam intensity while simultaneously maintaining a

narroul beam, the tanget has to be placed veny close to the collimation

system. Again this presents another problem, namely that of highen

background radiation from the coLlimator matenÍaI. It has also been

found that practically, it is difficult, to construct a microcollimator

with a diameter less than 10 ¡rm fnom material thick enough to st,op the
. 10.rncomlng Þeam
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1.3.2 Focuslng mlcroprobes

This method is fan superlor to the above technlque and has been

employed by most Laboratories arounct the globe. Most of the problems

a.ssociated with the collimating technique may be overcome by this
method. Basically, it requires a focusing sy.stem to receive the beam

emerging from an object stit and demagnify it to a few ¡rmrs on smallen.

This focusing system may be designed to focus Ín one or two steps.

There are sevenal problems which arise from using a tvro-step foeusing

sysfem. Because of the veny ì.ong two-st,ep system, it is veny difficuLt
to achieve stabilily and precision for such small beam sizes. Moreover,

the residual gas scat,tering wirì. increase the beam emittance and the

abenrations are higher t,han in single-step focusingS.

The focu-cing system may be constnucted using er.ectrostatie or

magnetostaLic lenses. Electnostatic lenses can be u.sed successfully

with low energy beams in t,he Kev nange, however, with beams of higher

energies in the MeV nange (Che lowest, range used fon proton micnoprobe

analysis) it beeomes difficult to employ such a lens system. Solenoids

are commonly used in most electron micropnobes today, as is the case

with low energy lon pnobes. There are, however, practicaÌ and economic

limitations t,o the use of such renses for high energy pnoton

microprobe-s. The other alternative is to consider the stnong focu.sing

quadrupole magnet. This type of magnet can pnovide the desined focusing

with fÍelds of modenate st,nength. The majoriby of the focused pnot,on
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micnoprobe laborat,ories use quadnupole lenses.

The principle of focusing by a quadrupole magnet fs well

documented and studies have continued for many decades to improve the

pole tip shape nesulting in a more homogeneous magnetÍc field

distribuLion containing fewer field harmonics. Quadrupole magnets have

four identicaL poles, al-ternat,ery N and s, as shown schematicalty in

figure 1 .2.

As can be seen from Lhe onient,ations in figwe l.Z, L]ne f inal

effect of the magnet is foeusÍng in the xz-plane and defocusing in the

yz-plane. The field is zero at t,he centre of bhe aperture and inereases

Linearry as we move away from the centre in a particular direction.

Typically, lhis field variation should provÍde a constant field
gradient. However, this may not be the ease everywhene within t,he

aperture due to the effects of poJ.e shape on the field disbnibution.

since a quadrupole magnet foeu.ses in one plane and defocuses in the

othen, two such magnets are requined t,o obt,ain focusing of the beam in

boLh planes.

Magnetic quadrupore multipret.s are not the only type of lens

employed fon probe-forming systems. At Los Ar-amo"11, th"y are using a

supeneonducting soLenoid to obtain beam sizes of 5 um in diameter. The

only limit'afion imposed on fhis lens is due to t,he chromatic

aberraLions. Arthough this t,ype of superconducting soJ.enoidaL lens
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Figure L.2
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Schematic diagram of the quadrupole magnet.
a) the field orientations and components,

and,
b) the resultant force orientations, within

the aperture.
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representa a very interesting developmenL in this field, it stlll cannot

be taken as a repracement for bhe magnetic quadnupole mult,ipret.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEI{ OF SOME OF THE EXISTING RELATED

FACILITIES AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF

lHE MANITOBA PROTON MICROPROBE

According to L"gg"13 1ggl, there are aboub 2Z focused proton

microprobe systems currently in use. A majorify of these facirities
focus beams by means of combinations of quadrupole magnets. The various
possible combinations will be described when we review.some of the

neported facilities. rn addit,ion to the focused proton microprobes,

there are several corrimation proton microprobe systems Ín operationl2.
Our interest is in focusing proton microprobes. only neferences

pertaining to the collimation type wilt be given hene. At Birmingham

University, a beam from a 3 MeV dynamiLron is colLimated to 2O_.1000 um

in diameter and is mainly used fon mateniar science . A z Mev beam lrom

a van de Graaff aecelerator is colrimat,ed t,o 50-5oo ym at Delaware

University, Bartol. At Bnooklyn Col1ege, N.y. and Queenfs University,
Kingst'on, beams from 4 Mev Van de Graaff accererators are successfully

collimated to 20 pm and 10 ¡rm nespectively. Thene are sevenal othen

colLimation prot,on mieroprobes which have been reported5 which may or

may not stilt be on-line t,oday.

2.1 oxforct proton Mlcroorobe

rn lhis system, which has been operationar since 1g7g5, Lhey have
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adopted the coupì-ed triplet cDcr( where the first and t,he second

quadnupole Lenses are coupl-ed togethen to have the -same excitaLion.

Although this configunation suffers from reLatively high inurinsic and

parasit,ie aberratiqn coefficientsu, ,n" xz- and yz- demagnifications of

66 and 15 ne*spectively, provide a 1xt ¡.,m2 spot size with an g0 pi,/ynz

current, densiuyl0. An adjustable stainless steet object aperture is
located 5.786 m from the f irst quadupole. Due to t,hi.s relatively long

object dist,ance, collimator slit,s are used to conlrol the beam envelope

in order to match Ehe lens aperture. The quadnupore magnets are

composed of swedish inonl2 ano are individualty adjustable in aLL

directions- Each quadrupole has an effective length of 21.I cm and has

an apen¿ure with a nadius of 1.5 cm. The space betbJeen t,he adjacent

quadrupoles is 4.6 cm and the image oistance is 16 cm for the above
.ugiven spot size'. This facility is used to focus a proton beam from a 4

MeV EN t,andem Van de Graaff acieleraLon.

2.2 Heldelberg proton Microprobe

This facility was built in 19765 and may be one of the shortesu

syst'ems (2. t m) capable of focusing a proton beam from a 6 ptev EN tandem

van de Graaff accelenator to approximately a zxz ynz spot si""13 and 
"

curnent densit,y of 20 pL/ynz. This i.s achieved by a shont, but

x The symbols of the combinations in lhis t,ext are
Iens action in the xz-plane. The leLters C and D
eonverging and diverging elements nespectively.
the oppo.site act,ion in the yz-plane.

used t,o refer bo the
indicate the

Clearly Íf implies
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powerfluÌ, high gnadient (400 T/m), magnetie quadrupole doublet of cD
1IIconfiguration". The high magnet,ic fieLd gradÍent was obbained by

choosing a very narrow quadrupole aperture, 2.5 nn in nadiusS, in
addilion to positioning the wound coil veny close (4 mm) to t,ne

aperfure. The achieved xz- and yz-demagnifications are 4 and 23

respect'ively at, appnoximately a 10 cm image distance. The aberrations

are low. Moreover, for the magnet maLeriar, Lhe choice of 5of Fe and

50í co alloy with a saturation of 2.3 T, toget,her with the material,s
speciaL treatment were essentiaL for obLaining the good penfonmance.

The system employed two sets of collimator -slit"15. They are of an

ingenious design due to Nobiling and are u-sed to adjust the area as weLl

as the divergence of the beam. The first colLimator set, which is used

to define the obiect sril, has the front edges made of tungsten carbide.
Such material allows for veny smooth surfaces and can be attained wit,h

approximately a o.o5 pm noughnessS wnich has the effeet of greatry

reducing the slit, *scattering. The second collimator set is located one

mefer downstneam from fhe first one to independently adjust the beam

divengences in the xz- and yz-p].anes to define the acceptance of the

len-s. The effect,ive length of each quadrupore singleu is approximateì.y

4.27 cn and the separation distance within t,he doubret is 4 cm.

2.3 Harwell proton Mlcroprobe
r

A-s has been reported earlien, this is the oldesL (1969) nign

energy focusing proton micropnobe ever buiLt. The nRussian quadrupletrt

of ant,isymmeLric CDCD configuration is utilized fon beam focusing to
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obtain an orthomorphie image i.e. an image with the same dimension in
the x and y directions, for an object fnom a circurar collimating

o
apertune'. This feaLune of equaL demagnification in Lhe xz- and

yz-planes is similan co that of a cylindrical lens which makes this
design confÍgunation very popurar and attracti u"12. The object was

initially defined by a collimaton made of simply clrilled hoLes which

pnoduced lange slit edge scattering thereby adcling Lo the halo around

the beam. hfith the exist,ence of anothen collimator at appnoximately 3 rn

fnom lhe object, sl-it, fhe halo was reduced to \-51 of t,he beam

intensity. This high pnoportion of the beam going to the halo was

however of concern and was subjected to inLensive investigabions which

read to the repracement of the drilled apentunes with slits thus

achieving a substant,ial improvement in the image quatity3. Ail.

quadrupoles have the same dimen.sions, though the excitation vaLue lon

the first' and the Last differ from that, of the second and the third.
Each quadrupoì.e ha-s an effective J.ength of 2j.15 cm and is made up of
Swedish iron. The apenture radius is equal to 1.92 cn and Lhe distance

between adjacent quadrupoles is appnoximat,ely 4.5 cm. This arrangement

has a demagnifieation of 5.6 at an object distance of 3.5 m and an image

distance of 21 cm. Therefore an image size of 4x4 ¡rm2 is routinery

accomplished at a curnent densify of about 30 pAl¡rm2 from a 3 Mev van de

Graaff accelerator. The intrinsic abenration has an effect of less t,han

1 ym on t'he spot size. In order to reduce the panasitic aberrations,

four accwat,ely constructed quadrupole len.ses, which can be easily

adjusted with nespect to each other rotationatry, were designed and

built.
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This facility is used fon apprieations which nequire a high

current density. For this purpose only thnee of fhe four quadrupoì.es

are used iri a DCD configuration with the second quadrupole Lens

non-excited and the first, one connected a-s a diverging J_ens. This

combination, which has demagnification of g.g and 19.9 in the xz- and

yz-planes respectively, can produce a very bright spot with a curnenE

densit,y of 150 pA/¡rm2 ano some rimitations on the spot size due to
chromati c abenration5.

2.4 Zurich Proton Mfcroprobe

This is one of the eanliest facirities and was buil_t, in 1924.

The micnoprobe uses a proton beam from a 6 MeV tandem accelerator5. It
represents quite a different assembly bo lhe others described earlier.
The demagnification is accomplished by employing t,he two-step focusing

t,echnique menLioned in section (1.3.2) of chapt,er (1). The micnoprobe

comprises two magnet,ie quadrupole doublel l.enses (CDCD configuration)

separaced by a large drift distance. As a result of this configunation,

the Zurich micropnobe may be the longest of alr. exisfing facirities
today (17.5 m). This arnangement has a high demagnification of 100 in
bofh the xz- and yz-pranes5'10 

"nd 
thenefone arrows rarge separation

object sliLs. Such a wide aperLure for the colLimator has the aclvantage

of limiting the contribution of the slit edge scatLering to bhe halo

around the focuseo spot8.
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The objeet is defined by a first, colrimator to txt 
^^2 

and is
focused by the first doublet lens whose quadrupoLes have an effective
length of about 25.4 cm each and a bone radius of 2.55 cm. This beam is
brought into an intermediate focus as a nesulf of the large dnifc lengLh

to Ehe second doublet lens. Another collimator is placed between the

two doublets to 1imit the beam solict angl_e in order to mat,ch the

acceptance of the seeond doublet. The quadnupoles of the second doublet

have an eflective J.ength of 23.5 cm each and a bore nadius similan t,o

the first, set (i.e. 2.55 cnt). In spite of the high demagnification, a

desired resolution of lOxlo ym2 courd not be achieved due to the high

intrinsic and panasitic abenraLions which increase dramatically in such
o

configurationse. At an image distance of 4g cm, the achieved spot size
2

is 11x26 ¡rm with a current density of l-z pL/1n2. This low current

density is a consequence of the second limiting corlimator. rn

addition, there are some other drawbacks associated with this
arrangement such as 10w system -stability and nesidual gas seattering.
Furthermone, t,here is a measurable effect, due to the earth's magnetic

field which tends to ctivert bhe proton beam from its direction.

2.5 Other conventlonal proton mlcroprobes

In this section, we

facilities because of thein

above or beeause of limited

will briefly review so{ne other avaiLable

similarity to the focusing systems descnibed

literatune being available.
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At Karrsnuhe, a sysLem simirar to Heiderberg i.e. a cD

configuration, vras deveroped in 1977 for t,heir 3 Mev van de Graaff

acceleralor. A larger spacing between the magnets was used to improve

the current densily. By t,his method , 1zo pntynz was achieved in a
)

2.5x2.5 um' spot size. wit,h an effective rength of each quadrupote

being 10 cm and a bore radius of 2.5 cn demagnificaEion of 2.4 and 39 in
Lhe xz- and yz-pranes was provi¿ed1O, as well as a very low halo-to-beam

o
ratio' of 1:2500. At Sandia Laboratories, a doubret, syst,em is used wit,h

their 5 Mev tandem accelenat,or and has achieved armosL the same

perfonmance as at Heidelbergl0. very strong focusÍng quadrupores, which

have a bore radius of 1.69 mm and a lens length of 6 cml, """ used in
t'he doublet. A syst,em similar to Ehe Zurich proton mieropnobe was

constructed at UCLA in 1gTU5,12. ThÍs facility has a totar rength of

8.1 m, which is approximat,ely half that of the Zunich system, and can

produce a resolurion of 8x8 ym2 wiLh a 1 p[/vn? curnent oensitylo. The

Bochum proton microprobe originarì.y employed a erosely spaced

quadruplet, as at HarweIJ., wibh non-symmetnical excitations. The besf

spol size achieved hene was 40x60 ur2du" lo large abenrations and poon
E

design'. Later, the lens configuration $ras modified and a spot size of
approximaLery 2x2 ¡.rm2 with current densit,y of 20 pA/¡rm2 was

achievedl6'17. Other facilities whieh use magnetie quadruplets and

yierd simirar performances ape at Manchesten, surrey and Namur5. rn
'1978, another ItRussian quadrup].etrt was installed at MeÌbourne to focus a

beam of 5 Mev which initialty comprised lenses with a 2.5 cm bore

radiusl. This arrangement produced a loxl0 u*2 spot, and a curnenL

density of 1 nL/ymz. Reeent1y, iL was nebuilL wit,h a Lens of bore
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padius equal to 6.35 mm which Ímproved the spot dimensions to
)

1.5x1 -5 v^'at a current density of 150 pA/pm2. rmprovement in this
proton microprobe performance was recently neported6. By means of an

achromatic quadr:upole doublet Lens, a spol size of 0.5x0.5 ¡rm2 was

achieved at Micnoscope Associate.s, rnc. This system eliminates

chromatic aberrations; however the image qual_ity and the focusing

performance were found to be limited by other types of aberration. Each

quadnupoJ-e has a rength of 6 cm and the lens separation is z cm. At an

objecl distance of 3.6 m and an image distance of 10 cm, a

demagnification of 70.5 and 10.2 in the xz- and yz-planes respectively

ane achieved for a proton beam from a 1.2 Mev van de Gnaaff

acceLerator.

2.6 Proton mlcroprobes for cyclotron beams

There are few faciLities in operation today which focus beams

extracted from cyclotnons. This is a new and very intenesting dimension

for proton microprobe developmenb and progre-ss. A brief sl¡mmary on the

performance of these micnopnobes is given here.

At Eindhoven University a magnetic quadruplet was instatled to

focus a proton beam of 3.5 MeV Lo a 2\xZ5 ur2 spofl8 üh"ough an

object-to-image length of 8 m. The demagnification of lhis system is 50

in both planes provided by the quadruplet with a bore nadius of 2.5 cn.
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The rMS microprobe at rokyo has achieved a 60x60 pm2 spot from a

25 MeV b"*19.

A doublel system with a Ìength of 1.9 m and demagnifications of

4.5 and 25 in lhe xz- and yz-planes respectively was assembled at Vrije
University, Amslerdam in 198.l. By adopting Heidelbergrs concept, they

have buirt, a high fierd gradient, quadrupole sysLem wit,h an aperture

equar to 4 mm in order to foeus a beam of up t,o g Mev Eo a spot size of
)

lx8 ¡rm'. The quadrupoì.e pole pieces are made up of 5Of iron and 5Of

cobaLL and the yokes are manufacLured from cast i"on1 9. The system is
composed of two pairs of stils made out of stainless steel and shaped

according to Ehe Nobiling design in onder !o reduce srit edge

scatteri ng.

Anot,her magnetic doublel was installed ag the Hambung isochronous

cyc].otnon. Through a 10 m ì.ong system and demagnifications of 3.3 and

12-5 in the xz- and yz-pranes nespeetivery, a rox4o ¡¡m2 -"pot is
aehievable fon beams from 'lo t,o 30 Mev. The doublet has a bore nadius

of 2.5 cm. This faeirity started operating in 19g120. A scanning

magnet is used aften t,he quadrupole doublet to control the beam

deflection.
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2.7 The concept and the advantage of the Manlt,oba

Proton Microprobe

For more than ten years afLer Harwell produced the first focused

proton microbeams, van de Graaff aecelerators (2-6 Mev) were t,he

favorite sounces for such purposes. The claim was thaL the above energy

range is the optimum fon x-ray st,udies. Higher energies were t,hought to
introduce a high background rate10 du" to bremsst,rahrung radiat,ion, and

compton scatt,ering in- the delector caused by y-radiation from the

tanget,. However, beams of such relatively low enengies (2-6 MeV) have

low x-ray production eross-secEions for K x-rays and will result in an

overlapping of L and K x-rays in the "p"ct".10. Beams of higher

energies such as in lhe range of 20-50 Mev pnoduce good yields of K

x-rays fnom medium and high Z el-ements. Hence, simultaneous analysis ol
multi-element samples wÍtin z>10 becomes possÍble even for element,s which

are adjacenl Lo each other in t,he penÍodie table2l'22. Funthermore, the

K x-rays experience Less attenuat,ion than L x-rays. Beam energies of
higher than 6 Mev, however, ane generaLly produced by cycrotrons, the

beam opt,ics of which ane not ideaL for microprobe applicationsl2. At

the beginning of this decade, scientists began investigating t,he

possibilily of cyclolron beam improvements in order to achieve high

quality micnobeams. lfe have shown in section (2.6) thaf lhis effort, was

veny successful and there are several -such facilities already

operational. The idea of developing a micro-prxE facility at, the

University of Manitoba Spiral Ridge Cyctotron with arI the advantages

thaL are staLed above pnovÍdecr by a higher energy range of proton beams,
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was subiect t'o very in0ensive investigat,ions. The design structure and

the debailed anarysis of the beam optic paramet,ens are given in the

folLowing chaplers.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF

lHE MANITOBA PROTON MICORPROBE
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CHAPÎER 3

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF

-

THE MANITOBA PROTON MICROPROBE

An anlisymmetric quadrupJ-et with a nectangurar shaped fierd
dist'ribution along the beam axis was adopted for the Manitoba proton

Micropnobe. This CDCD (in xz-plane) and DCDC (in yz-ptane)

conf iguration, is commonly ref enred t,o as a ttRussian quadrupletrr named

after t'he Leningrad group who first studied the Gaussian properties of

the anbisymmetric quadruplet 1"n"23. The nesults of these studies were

cotlected and pubtished by Dymnikov et al. in 19652\. The justification

of this choice is stnaightforward.

Although other design structures e.g. the magnetic doublet, and

lhe tnipJ.et, were used successfully in other facilities, as descnibed in
chapt,er (2), due to the relatrvely high energy proton beams of the

Manit,oba Cyclotron and disadvanlages associaLed with those sLpuct,ures b¡e

utilized the quadruplet lens. The doublet, has a smaller degree of

freedom than the triplet and the quadruplet and any vaniation of one

parameLen in one prane Leads to a signifieant vanialion of lhe

parameters Ín the other23'25.

Another disadvantage of the doubLet is that in order to obtain an

orthomorphic image, it required a very cliffieult and non-pracbical

arrangement. In this system lhe collimabor slit is designed in such a
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I^Iay as t,o produce an object with nonsymmetrÍca1 dimen.eions conresponding

to fhe demagnificaLion povrers of bhe len.s in Lhe xz- and yz-planes.

Thfs means that, the beam wilr enter the quadrupole magnets of the lens

at clifferent, radii for the xz-plane than the yz-pLane. The admixtr.¡re of

highen onden harmonie components to the field depends upon radius inside

the aperture of the quadrupole. The effeet on the final image is thus

assymmetric and incneases the complication of t,he ealculations for

transporting the beam through the quadrupole.

The synmetrical triplet structure has the advantage of

independent conLrol over the focusing action in the two xz- and

yz-pl-anes. It does not have the above mentioned disadvantages, howeven,

it has another sort of pnoblem which the doublet suffers from too.

Since fhe protons ane moving at high enengies and the beam usually has

an initial divergence angle, a Large portion of the beam will be losü

unless we choose a -large apert*e 1ens25. This choise praces mone

stringent requirement,s on maintaining lhe nequired fielcl gradient within

the aperture.

The be.st alt'ernative to overcome most of these pnoblems, as well

as to intnoduce some extra advantages, is to use a syst,em of four

quadrupoles. Among the advantages are the high focusing power and the

bett,er beam qualÍty due to connection oF .some types of abernations24.

The quadnuplet aLso provides the stabÍllty conditions which are requined

to avoid particle excursions during beam tnansporbation inslde the

system. This stability is due to the identicaL structure of all
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quadrupor es25 .

various combinations of converging and diverging lenses can be

employed to assemble a system of quadrupoles. Their optical properties,

which were investigat,ed extensiveÌy by Crime and llat,t and pnesented in

graphical form10, 
"rppo"t our choice of the CDCD configuration where the

first and fourth quadrupores are connecLed !o one DC power supply and

the second and third lo the othen. This configunation introduces small

second onden chromatic abenration coefficÍents compared to most of the

other combinations. Further this lens configuralion effects the beam in

both lransverrse planes equalty, to produce an orthomorphous image.

3.t Flrst order matrix method

fn order to obtain Uhe dptical parameters for this eombination of

quadrupole lenses and lo show its symmetnical effect on the beam for

both tnansverse (xz and yz) planes we have to solve the beam equations

of motion and to derive.the transfer matrices for these pranes.

Fon simpricily, first order terms in t,he solutions of these

equations of motion wene used to derive the fÍrst onder transfer maLrix

of the quadrupret lens system. second and third orden t,enms can be

applied to develop the thincl order tran.sfen matnix of the sysLem in a

similar fashion.
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dlnlal.'la

The figwe above shows the lens stnucture in the xz-plane (above

the axis) and in the yz-p].ane (below the axis). The outer two

quadrupoles have the same magnet,ic strength which differs fnom the value

of the magnetie strength of the inner two. I'Ie choose subscnipL 1 to

represent the outer two (a and d) anct subscript 2 fon t,he inner Lwo (U

and e). Since alL the separations or dnift spaces (tfre fietd-free

regions between t,he quadrupoles) have the same dimension d, we denoted

lhe transfer matrlx for each one by S. The bransfer matrices for the

individuar element,s oF the syste^Z5(in the xz-prane) are listed beLow:
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D-
xa

cos ß1

-kl sin ßt cos ßl

f, sin o,

f, "inh ß2

f, "in o,

| "inh ß1

D-
^ xb-

P=
XC

D_
'xd-

cosh ß2

k, sinh ß, cosh ß2

cos B2

-k, sin ß, cos 82

Ílhere the subscript x indieates that Ehe matrix is for the xz-prane.

ocl
AIso, ßt = krL , kr= t#lt

cosh ß.,

kl sinh ßt cosh ßl

1d

S=

01
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ec^ Isz = kz L , Rz = (#)

d = separation distance belween magnets

e = el,ectron charge

m = partieLe mass

v = parüicle velocity

G = magnet,ic field gradient, within the aperture tåål

L = effective Length of Lhe magnet, defined as

L = g + 1.1 a

where I = physicaL length of lhe pole piece and a is

the radius of the apentune.

The overaLl transfer matrix of the lens system ean be found by

matrix multiplicat'ion of the above element matrices in the backwand

order relative to the direction of the beam a.s:

T* = Pxd x S * P*o x S * Pxb x S * P*"

Multip1y out, T* can be written as

Ml l Mrz

Mzr Mzz

which is bhe resultant matrix of the multiplication of the

above seven 2x2 malnices.

.¡
t-x
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simiLarly, for the yz-prane, the individuaL el-ement rnatrices are:

P=ya

D-¡--yÞ

P=yc

cosh ß'

kl sinh ß1 co.h ß1

cos ßi

f, sinn o,

f, "in e,

f, "tnh ß2

1

Ç "tn u.,

cosh ß2

kr.sin ß, cos ß2

cosh ß2

k2 sinh ß2 cosh ß2

D-
yd

ò=

The subscript y indicates that

The final tnansfer matrix of the lens

kl sin ßt coo Bl

Ehe matrix is for lhe yz-p1ane.

system in this pJ.ane is:

:l
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t, = Pyo x s x Pr"x s * Pyb x s * tr"

MullipJ.y out, and lhe resuLt,ant matrix T, may be writ,ten as:

Nr Ntz

I=
v

Nzl Nzz

Now that we have the tran-sfer matrices of the quadruplet J.ens

system, the optical parameters can be easily obtained.

In the xz-plane,

the focar pLane on the object side of the lens has a dist,ance

from the entrance of the first quadrupole given by:

M

5', = -'-?-- ox MZI

and on the image side, the focal plane is l0eated at a dist,ance

from the exit of the last quadrupole given by:

- Mrr
ts='ix M^-¿t

the principal pJ.anes are given by:

(l - M"r)
..ox 

M^-
¿t
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and

(l - rll)
H.

'x Mer

The focal distances which are the distances between the focus and

the corresponding principal plane are defined as:

o ",, 
(1-M11) 

l¡=ox Mzr Met Mzr

and

M^^ (l - M- \
f = -'3 - '' "22' 

= - 1

lx Mzl Mzr Mzr

therefore f = f.ox lX

rn a similar fashion for Lhe yz-plane, vre can arrive at these

reLations fon the oplical propenties:

- Nez
tr=oY Net

tr = - 
Ntr 

,, 
(1 - N11)

^ iv Nzl 'iy = 
T;
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f - = - .,1 and f . = - IoY Nel - iy Nel

and'so f f.oy - ly

rn the two resurtant matrices of xz- and, yz-planes it can be

shown that:

- 
Mzr = Ner and Mrz = Nr 

e

therefore f--- = f. = f = f. = fox rx oy -iy

othen optical parametens such as, the magnificat,ion, the object

dist'ance and the image position can be related to t,he t,ransfer mat,nices

of the system by muttiplying t,he lens matrix with fhe two matrices

representing those two regions, i.e. the object and the image sides.

LeL us denote the object distance by v and the image distance by

!tI. Therefore, the complete transfen from the object Lo ühe image point

(in t,he xz-plane) is gÍven by:

x.t

x!
I

1W
x

01

Mll Mrz 1V
x

*o

Mzr Mzz 01

!'Ihene the dashed coordinates are representing the divengence

angles of the beam

xi
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*i = (tll * w* tz., ) *o * [v* (Mll*w*Mzl ) + M12+!,¡xMrr] *ö

xi = MZt *O + (v* t"tr1 * M2z) *ö 
'

These are che first order particle coordinates at the image

pL ane .

From equalion (1) we require xi to be independentlo,25,26 or x¿

therefore Mel V* W* * M11 y* * MZz W* * M1 Z = O

v = -(w*Mzz*Mtz)-X GF',-Eil
and

on - -(l*Mr*Mrz)"x (v* Mzl * Mzz)

The demagnification is given by:

x.
sx = 

* 
= M, *w*M21

Substitute for W* from above and, assume the deLenminan! of the

tnansfer matrix (M.t I Mzz - Mlz Mr., ) to be unity since the space on both

sides of t,he lens combinat,ion is at fhe same potentÍar. This gives:
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* (v* Mel * Mzz)

Similar1y for the yz-plane, we can show that particle eoordinates

at lhe image plane are:

v = -(wvNzz*Nlz)y ("u Nr' * Nll)

tu"'l * Nle)", ffi
and

:="y (v, Net * N2z)

For optimun .system perfonmance, it is neces.sary that t,he

geometrical images in both xz- and yz-planes coincide at Lhe exaet

position of the exit of the lens system negardJ.ess of lheir initiar
divergenee angles and produce a stigrnatie image. Therefore, v* = u, = u

and of course we shouLd have Íl* = 
", 

= 
". 

fn our particular struc¡ure,

the trRussian quadnupletr, the two resultant transfer malrlces give

Mil = Nl l and Mr, = NZZ, so that the demagnification in both planes is
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the same, tha! ' . Bx = By = B.

3.2 Matrfx expansion to third order eoordinates

The above analysis of the matrix method was made in this fashion

to show cleanLy and simply how the probe-fonming system acts on a beam

of part,icles independentry in the xz- and yz-pJ.anes. However, when

writing a computer program to calculate the exit coordinates of Ehe

beam, it is common to cornbine the matrices for both planes into one and

then to derive the overall transf er matnix of the sy.sfem.

The first order overalL matnix will be written as:

x.
1

yi

x!
I

vi

ô

cll o cl3 o o

o .czz 0 cz4 0

.31 o a33 0 0

o c,rz o c,*,, o

00001

x
o

vo

xr
o

vå

ô

Where the above matrix elements are those coefficients given in

equations (1) to (4) ô is t,he fractional- momentum-spread which is

not affected by the focusing system.

Although the above method is acceptable for initial caleulations

of the beam coordinates when passing through a lens system, it has very
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limited apprication in practice. This limit,ation comes from not

eonsidering any of ühe higher order aberration effects which are always

in exislence in an optical system. While the particle coondinates can

be represented by a poLynomiaL senies, tenms of order higher than the

third have negJ.igible effect on the final beam size. Thus, transfer

matrÍces containing terms up to fhe third orden are sufficiently
aceurate for beam optic caLeulations.

As we mentÍoned before, the third order tnansfer matrÍx of the

sysLem may be obtained easily by substituting the third onder matnix fon

each system eLemen¿ fon the finst orden matrix. The third onder matnix

contains 55x55 matrix eLements, inslead of the 5x5 first order matrices

we described earl-ier. The second and the thind order matnix elements

whieh begin at the sixth rohr ean be derived by simpre aLgebraic

operatÍons from the finst orden elementsl0. At the end of the matrix

multiplication of all lhe lens elements, we wiJ.l arrive at the final
tnansfer matrÍx of the system which can be written as:

_ ,t.l3 _



x.
l

vi

x:I

vi

ô

x?
L

x-v.l- t
t

I

t

'11

'21
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

F ----'12
F ----'22

I

I

I

I

I

I

'1 55

tr'2 55

I

x
o

Yo

xr
o

yo

ô

xz
o

xvo'o
I

I

IFs5 t '55 ,---- Fss 
ss

The eLements of the above matrix now contain a large number of
fenms, and considering i'|re 55x55 number of elements in the matrix, the

compuLation is compì.icated and tÍme consuming. However, an important

fact worth mentioning here is that, mone than one t,hird of Lhe third
order matrix eLements are ,""ou"10. This fact can be exploited when

designing compulen pnoSrams to reduce the muLtiplication time and make

the program more efficient.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND OPTIMIZATION

OF BEAM OPTICS
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND OPTIMIZATION

OF BEAM OPTICS

rn 1983, a feasibirity study aimed at designing a proton

mieropnobe at the univensity of ManiLoba cycì.oLron raboraLory was

compLeted2l. rt was based on an esLinate of t,he available space area

and the system was to focus pnoton beams in the energy range of 20-50

MeV within an objeet-to-Ímage distance of 4.39 m. This sLudy, which

considered onLy the first order parameLers of t,he beam, showed veny

encouraging results and suggested that an image 10x10 urz in
sizel8'21 '22 ,^" obtainabre. However, practice ha-s proven that higher

onder parameters introduee large effects and add an important

conLribution in detenmining the actual- beam spot size aL the Gaussian

image plane.

rn this pnesent study, the beam optics of the design have been

anal-yzed thonoughly with t,he aict of two computer programs (IONBEAM and

TMAGEB). An analysis up to lhircl order was made using these prognams.

They were broadly investigated in order to aehieve the oplimum .set, of
system parameters such as: 1) Sepanation distance, 2) object distance,

3) image distanee, 4) shape function of the fringing field, and 5) beam

emittance. The pnogram ToNBEAM has the capacity to perform an

optimization process on the rens parameters in order to yieLd the best

image. Therefore iL was employed t,hroughouf the main analysis. The
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program IMAGES, which has been developed at the physics Depantment of

the univensity of Maniloba, is a modified version of Matsudars TRro

program. The function of the prognam IMAGES is to utilÍze L:ne data of

the lens parameLers, which ane derived from TRIO, to trace any specified
number of beam particres from the object prane t,o the image plane usÍng

a Monte Carlo simulation technique. This program was used to display

the proton distribution at the Gaussian image p1ane. Furthermore, it
was usefuL for verifieation of the data obtained from program IONBEAM.

4.1 Beam optfcs analysfs and Iens performance

The analysis was based on an object size of 7Ox7O ynz. l.le

carried out several investigations in onden to observe the effects on

spot' size and the nequired magnelic fÍeIds by varying one or more of lhe
above mentioned system paraneter.s. The goaì. was to accompl_ish a

comprehensive pieture of the systemrs behaviour under vanious conditions

in order to decide upon the most practical features for our mieroprobe

system.

Since quadnupoLes cannot be buil-t ideally, there are other field
hanmonic contaminations present in the fierd within t,he magnet bore. A

flipping coil Gaussmeter device was assembled to measure the diFferen-

tial magnefic fieLd (^B/B) along the median pJ.ane (whieh is any ptane

containing the lens axis) of one of the four identieaL quadrupoJ.es. The

radius of the magnel aperture is 2? mm. Figure I.1 shows that the

different'ial fielct is constant only within a circle of 15 mm in radius.

_\7_



Fj.gure 4.L

1q.a

2.SS

DISPLf6HEI{T ( H}I )

The differential field vari-ation inside the
quadrupole magnet along the median plane.
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Thi's is in agreement with the lheory and pointed out by Grime ano l,lattl0
which outrines that t,he higher the orden of the harmonic, the more

concentrated it i.s at larger radii. our distanee of constant fieLd
gradient represents 0.56n (r is the radius) compared to t,he 0.73r and

0.9r estimated by Grime and r,Iatt10 
"nd Banford2T respeetivery for t,he

same pole shape. Therefore, durÍng our analysi.s we had to ensure thal
the radius of the beam enverope did not, exceed 15 mm in order to
minimize the effect of t,he higher fÍeld harmonics in the actual system.

Even though the calcuLations lrere canried out to incLude up to
fhe third order parameters, the third onden mode of the prognam ToNBEAM

was not activated inÍtially !o perfonm these calcuLations. This is due

to the fact that a large amount of computer tÍme is consumed for eaeh

execution and, taking the 10ng seanching proeedure inLo aecount, this
beeame an ineffieient, process. The finst order mode was utiLized untit
an optimurn was found. This optimum l¡as then ernployed in the third order

mode of calculation.

During optimi zation, a ntmber of parameters are defined as

variables. They are changed in orden to achieve cenlain speeified

conditions. The nange of variation of these variables is defined by the

user ' The si ze of fhe specified range is found to have no effect on lhe
outcome as long as the optinwn values fall within these limits.
Therefore, it was a usefur practice to define a broad range fon the

vaniation throughout our study to ensure the inclusion of the optimum.

The formation of a stigmatic image (i.e. one in whieh the images of an
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obiecf in xz- and yz-planes coincide in one xy-pIane) is veny sensitive

to fhe magnetic fietd values, oul to t,he fifth decimar pl,ace.

Therefore, powen .supplies with long-term sbability (ttlt S 1O-5) are

essenti aI .

TheoretÍcally, the perfect stigmatic image is located at a plane

where the coefficients (x/0) and (y/O) of the transler matrix of the

syslem have zero vaLuesll'25'34 
"" shown in chapter (3). ThÍs condition

is due to t,he fact that at, this plane the point-to-point im"ge26 is

independent of the divengence angles e and o. However, this eondition

couLd not be reached during the opt,imization procedure because of the

limitalions of t,he optimizaLion technique. smaLl values for t,hese

coeffieients, on the order of 1o-4 or less, were considered to be cLose

enough to zero to Índicate Nhe achievement of t,he stigmatic image. The

effeet of these approximations has been examined and found to be t O.O1

¡rm in each of the xz- and yz-ptanes of the first onder image. This

uncertainly is negligible compared to the image dimensions as wiÌl be

shown next.

4.1.1 Analysis of the opblcal parameters of the mferoprobe lens

In the previous stuoy21, analysis was based on the latest

avaÍlable daLa on the beam emÍtlance of the Manitoba cyclotron before

the recent improvement of beam quality took plaee. since new data on

the beam emiLtance were not available duning oun anaLysis, we utiLized

the same data (Lhe emittance of 3s.14 mm.mrad and 22.81 mm.mrad in xz-
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and yz-planes respectivety). Hence, it was very important at the

beginnÍng of oun study to nealize the effects of the initial beam

divergence on the focused microbeam. The Ímpnovement to our cyclotron

beam resulted in bett,er emittance and higher cwrent density. The f irst,

ÍnvesLisabion was to obsenve the influence of part,ial clivergences with

nespect to those adopt,ed in our analysis. vlhiLe no effect was notÍced

on the first onder spol size caused by varying the beam divergences,

there ane significant effect,s on the abenrations, as wiì-r be shown

later. In genenal, the smaller the divergences, the less the aberration

contribution to the beam spot size. The second factor which had to be

invesLigated at the very beginning was the separation distance between

the quadnupoì.e magnets. The minimum availabre spacing due !o

conslruction Limit,ations made it essential to understand the effect of

sueh factors on the lens performance. Unequal separations between alt
the quadrupoles have been found to be very destructive and worsen the

beam parameters. Thenefore ,nre seleet equal separation-s only and this is
shown in figure 4.2. Clearly, the smaller the separation distanee, lhe

smalLen the image sÍze achieved, though higher magnetic field settings

are required. l,Ie can see from this figure that at a sepapation of g cm,

which was consenvatively chosen, Lhe image dimensions wene increased by

13l fron that, at zero separation. However, the requined foeusing fieÌd
was decneased by 331 for the higher field magnets (.second and third
quadrupoles) and by 239l for t,he lower fieLd magnets (first and founth

quadrupoles).
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Figure 4.2
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The varj-ation of the ímage dimensions and
the required excitations with the separation
distance between adjacent quadrupoles. Rx
and Ru, are half the dimension in x and y
coordinates. Image distance, 0.03 m, object
distance, 0.7 58m and beam energy, 50 MeV
for the quadruplet.
81: the magnetic field setting of the outer

two quadrupoles
BZt the magnetic field setting of the inner

two quadrupoles
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Based on an I cm separat,ion distance, we proceeded to invesLigate

the infLuence of othen parametens on Lhe microprobe performance. At

lhis stage the efflects of the image distance were not available.

Therefore, to examine the influence of the objeet disLance (from the l50

object sLit fo the entrance of lhe first quadrupole) on the image size,

an image distance (from Ehe exiL of the last quadrupoLe to the Gaussian

image plane) of 3 cm was arbitrarly chosen. Figure 4.3 shows the

relation beLween image size and object distance, which are normal-ized in

terms of the effective J.ength of the quadrupoles (L), while holcling all
other parametens fixed. There is an imporlant observation which is

worth mentioning here. lùhen the object distance exceeds twen¿y times L

and the irnage size becqnes small-er and smal-l-er, the stignatic image

becomes more dÍfficuLt to achieve. This is due to its high sensitivity

to t,he magneLic field values (to tne eighth decimar place when the

object distance becomes 30 times L).

A mutual analysis was carried out to visualize the infLuence of

objecü distance variation, on the image size at vanious image

distances. This was done by using the same range of objeet distances

each time at a given image distance while al.I other beam paramet,ers were

f ixed. Figwe 4.4 shows the relationship betr^Ieen image size and the

image distance for a distanee up to the effective length of quadrupole

(L), af 1.458 m object distance. The same nesuLts are listed in table

4.1 with the values of the excitaLions requined each time. As can be

seen, increasing the image distance has an adverse effecl on

demagnifieation, though the requined magnetic fieLds are reduced.
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Figure 4.3 The relationship between the normarized objectdistance (with respect to the effective 1eágth)-ttq the image radius at image distance, 3 cmand separation distance, I cm for the quadrupret.
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The variation of tJ:e imge nadius with tTre
irnage distance for an object distance of
1.458 m a¡rd sepa:r'ation dista¡rce of B cm
fon the quadruplet.
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IMÀGE DTSTANCE
(m)

R:( ( um) Rv ( um) T¡. (r)
l-

T s^ (r)
z

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.07

0.10

0.13

0. 16

0.19

0.21rs

12 .44

12.54

12 .64

12. 86

13.2I

13.58

l_3.96

l-4.36

l-4.66

12.44

12.54

12.64

12.86

l-3.21

13.58

13.96

14.36

14 -66

0.3229

0.31_87

0.3146

0.3069

0.2962

0.2864

0.2776

0.269s

0.264r

lo.oszo
I

| 
0.628s

I

o .624s

0.6168

0.6056

0.5950

0.5850

0.5756

0.5691

Table 4.1 Half-dimensions of the image in x and y coordinatesand the magnetic fields (+ve: focus in x, defocusin y and -ve: defocus in x, focus ir y) as a functÍonof image di-stance at obje"i. distance , r.45gm, lensselxration distance, g cr¡r and beam energz, åo uev-a,Ë'g1!;i;
quadruplet)

Pf: the nagnetic field setting of the outer two quadrupolesBzi the nagnetic field setting of the i¡rrer tr^ro quadruþles
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PracticalÌy, the image has to be at some disLance from the exit to atlow

some space to place the target and detection assemblies. Fortunately,

an image distance of 10 cm has increased the spot.size by onry 6.2%

compared to a 3 cm image distanee. An image distance of 21.15 cm would

incnease the spot size by 17.8%. A 10 cm image distance was chosen for
our micropnobe arrangemen¿. For this image distance, the vaniation of

the image size with object distance and magnet,ic field is shown in
figure 4.5 and table 4.2. The range of variations of object distance,

from 0.6S8 rn up to 2.115 n (10 times lhe effective length of a single
quadrupole). tlithin this nange the improvement of image size is 12of

(largest image ab t,he shortesl distanee and decneasing by 12oÍ at the

langest image distance). At bhe same time, the magnetie fields are

reduced by about 33l for t,he outer two and 1U.6í for the centre two

quadrupol es .

It was deeided that in order to maintain high stability and keep

vibration effects as smalÌ as possible, the whol-e mieroprobe unit had to
be mounted on one table. rnitiatly an objeet distance of 1.35g m was

thought to be acceptable. Howeven, this caleulation show.s thaL we coul_d

decrease the spot size by Z\l anO the magrretic field by Zf (outer

magnets) ano 3.5tr (inner magnets) by ehoosing an object distance of

1.808 m. This object distance can readi].y be toterated while

mainLaining the required high stability.

Onee we have the distances and other beam parameters fixed, the

vaniaLion in beam energy will have no effect on t,he demagnifying powen
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The variation of the image radius with the
object distance at image distance, f0 cm
and separation distance, I cm for the
quadruplet.
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OBJECT DISTÀNCE
(m)

Rv (u* ) +B_ (T)
J-

0.658
0.758
0.8s8
0.9s8
l_.058
1.158
1.2s8
1. 358

1.4 5B

1.5s8
r_. 808

2 .115

2r.87
20.25
r_8. 84

17.60
16.51_

15.55
14.68
13.91-

13.21
12.59
LI.24
9.93

2L.87
20.25
18. 84

17.60
16.51_

15.55
14.68
13.91
l_3.21
12.59
IT.24
9.93

0.3711
0.3549
0.34L7
0.3309
0.3217
0.3139
0.3072
0.3013
0.2962
0.2956
0.2860
0.277I

0 .67 48

0 .66a4
0.6s00
0.6401
0.6314
0 .6238
0.6171
0.6110
0.6056
0 .6097
0.5991
0.5888

Table 4.2 Half-dimensions of. the image in x and y coordinatesand the magnetic fields 1+ve: focus i; ;, defocusin y and -ve: defocus in x, focus in y) as afunction of object distance at image distance,rOlTt Ìers -9g-nlnation aistànle, e cm and beamenengy, 50 MeV (magnetic quadnuplet)Bl- t the magnetic Fi.f¿ 
"Ëtti"g of the outen two

82, ilï:í:öË;i. rield setting or the innen twoquadnupoles
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of t'he system. Howeven, the necessary magnetfc fieLds will increase for
higher beam enengies. This is shown in table l.l. Notice that the

demagnifying powen and the nequired field settings are independent of

the initial beam size and divergence angJ.es if everything else is the

same.

4.1.2 optleal charaeterlstfcs of the pre-microprobe lens

(magnetic ctoublet)

rn order to achieve the spot size requined with an oplimum

cunnenf intensity from the mieroprobe quadruplet, the proton beam has to

be prepared accondÍng Lo eertaÍn conditions afler J-eaving the cycLotron.

This can be accomplished through an intermediate magnetic doublet lens

whieh was chosen fon this purpose. A separate, but simil_ar anaLysis to
¿hat for the mieroprobe whi.ch was deseribed in seeLion 4.1.1, was

carried out fon the doublet. The nesults are summarized in bable-s 4.4

and 4.5. lJhen the separation distanee increases the required magnetic

fields decrease. Howeven, the effect on the spot, size is not the same

for both xz- and yz-planes (taUle 4.4). As the sepanation distance

increases the spol dimension in bhe xz-plane becomes larger, and in the

yz-pIane, it becomes smalLen.

When the image distance incneases while all the other parameters

are fixed, again the effect is a lower magnetie fieLcl set,tÍng. However,

the Ínfluence on the beam spot size is to produce a larger dimension in

both planes (taule t{.5). Although the initial divergence of the beam at
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BEÀM ENERGY
(Mev)

Ry ( um) * B2 (T)

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

IL.24

]-I.24

rt.24

TT.24

I]-.24

II.24
II.24

]-I.24

TI.24

LI.24

IT.24

TI.24

II.24

II.24

0.l_795

0.2010

0.2204

0.2384

0.2552

0.2770

0.2860

0.3759

0.4208

o.4616

o.4sg3

0.5344

0 .567 6

0.5991

Table 4-3 Half-dimensions of the image in x and y coor-dinates and the magnetic ii"ta" I +ve, ' focusin x, defocus in y and _ve: defocus in x, focusin y) as a function of beam energy at objectdistance, I. g0gm, image distance, l'cm and l_enssepa.ration distance_, 
_B 

crn (ragnetic quadruplet)
Prt the nngnetic f.ield settiñg of ttL 9utän two quacrupolesBzt the rnagnetic field setti¡r[ of the iril; twã ,{]uadrupofes
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SEPÀRÀTION DISTÀNCE
(m)

Ry (um) -B 2 (T)

0.10
0. 12

0. l_4

0. 16

0. l_8

0.20
0.22
o.24
0.26
o.28
0.30

2.018
2.O45
2.073
2.101_

2.I29
2.158
2.I87
2.2I5
2.244
2.273
2.302

1.13s
i_. 12 B

1.120
r.1Ì2
1. 104

1.096
1.088
1.081
1.073
1.066
1.058

0.3123
0.30r7
0.292r
0.2833
0.2752
0.2677
0.2608
0.2544
0.2484
0.2428
0 .237 6

o .367 6

0.3s75
0.3483
0.3400
o.3324
0.3254
0.3190
0.3130
0. 307s

0.3023
0.297s

Tabre 4-4 Harf-dimensions of the . image in x and y coor-dinates and the magnetic fl-erds of the doubret(+ve¡ focus in x, ãefocus in y and -ve: defocusin x, focus in il as a funct-ion of Ãgnet separ:ationdistance at_ objeðt distance, 3.74Im, image dis_tance, I.247m and beam energy, 50 MeV.Br: the magnetic fier-d setting of the finst quadnupolein the beam dinection
82, the magnetic field setting of the secondquadnupole in the beam dí::ection
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IIIIÀGE DISTÀNCE
(m)

R:( (um ) 81 (T) -B 2 (T)

I.247
I.347
I.447
I.547
I.647
I.7 47

I.847
r.947
2.047
2.L47

2.738
2.860
2.982
3.104
3.226
3.348
3.470
3.592
3.714
3.836

1.389
I.499
1. 611

I.7 22

r. 83s

1.948
2.06J-

2.17 5
2.289
2.405

0.3116
0.3062
0.3013
0.2968
0.2927
0.2889
0.28s3
0.2820
o.2790
0 .27 6r

0.3601
0.3479
0.3371
0.327 6

0.3191
0.3114
0.3045
0.2983
0.2926
0 .287 4

Table 4-5 Harf-dimensions of the image in x and y coor-dinates and the magnetic fier_ds of inà doubret(+ve: focus i-n x, defocus i-n y and -ve: defocusin x, .focus in y) as a function of image distanceat object di-stance , 2.94lm, rnagnet separãtion distance14 cm and beam eflel?s¡¡ 50 MeV.Bl-t the rnagnetic field setting of the first quadrupole inthe beam direstion
Bz, the magnetic fierd setring of the second qr:adrupole inthe beam direction
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the object pJ.ane has no effect on t,he finst onder image size, as we have

found in the Last sectlon, it has a dramat,ic influence on the second and

third order abernations as will be shown in the next section.

Therefore' a compromise had Lo be made in order to achieve an image with

acceptable divergence angles from the doublet. The image has to be

i.arge enough to have reasonable divergence angJ.es but not, so lange that

we lose most of the beam through cotlimation by the microprobe object

slit. The chosen structure is shown in the seventh row of tabre r.6.

4.2 Higher order aberratfons and frtngfng ffeld effects

There are eight significanl high order aberration coeffieients

whÍch affect the spot size of a beam focused by a quadrupole lens

*y"r*28. Thene ane four chromatic abernation coeff icients of the

second order which are mainly assoeiated with the energy or momenturn

spnead of the incoming beam. The oLhen four are spherical abenrat,ion

coeffÍcienLs which are influenced by the initial divengenees of the beam

at the object plane5. The effect on these coefficients of ehanging Ehe

image distance i.s shown in table l{.7. All the coeff icienLs a-ssociated

with bhe xz-p1ane ane increased when we inerease bhe image distance.

However, the coefficients which are associated with the yz-plane show

the opposite relation with the image distance except <y/e2ø>. rn t,able

l{.8, the values of the abenration coeffieients at various object

distances ane l-isted. At largen object distances a1t the aberration

coeffÍcients increase except <y/y6> which deereases. As the data shows,

the change in these high order coefficients with the image distanee is
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OBJECT
DISTÀNCE

(m)

3.7 4I

2.84L

2 .84L

2 .34r

2.34r

2.34L

t 2.24r

I.44L

I

Or(¡t

I

IMAGE
DISTÀNCE

(m)

L.247

r.247

2.l-47

r.247

L.247

L.647

2.r47

2.347

Table 4.6

SEPARÀTION
DISTANCE

(m)

Half-dimensions of the image in x and y coordi_nates andof the doubret (+ve: focus i-n x, defocus in y and -ve:i-n y) at various sel-ected conditions of objectl i*ag" andat beam energy, 50 MeV.81: the magnetic field setting of the first quadnupoJ_e inB2t the magnetic field settinfi ;i ii;; ]econd quadnupole in
* The adopted combination fon the final configunation.

0.08

0.00

0.08

0.08

0.14

0.20

0.20

0.08

Rx (run)

1.991

2 .499

2 .630

3.r97

3.326

4.060

5.040

7.902

Ry (run)

1.14 3

I.4 63

r.423

L.647

1. 603

2.050

2. 800

4.3r4

Br (r)

0.3240

0.4110

0.3447

o.3626

0.328s

0.2862

0.2759

0.3791

-82 (T)

0.3788

0.4570

o.392r

0 .4028

0.3696

0.3057

0 .27 80

0.3s09

the magnetic fietds
defocus in x, focus
separation distances

the beam dinection
the beam dinection



NAGE DIS:[âùI3E
lml

0.02

0.05

0.08

0.10

0.I2
0. ts
0.18

0.2115I

Or
o\
I

CHrcUâtrTC ÀBFIRRärICI,I
CIìEFETCTETiIIS

<x/e Ä>

1.231

L.324

I.4I4
I.472
1.528

1.60e]

Tjf

<x./xr\>

0.462(

0.5031

0.5443

0.5718

0.5988

0.6387

o.6776

0.7L69

<v/06>kv/vt\>

3.347

3.240

3.154

3.106

3. O6sl

3.0141

2.s741

2.slrl

Table 4.7

2.O44

1.968

1.906

I.871
1.840

1.801

r.7701
I

r.7441

SPTIERICÀT ¡gERRAfICI.T
ffiF'F'Tf-TEÀTFE

-1s1.71 -3s3.{
-16r.sl -370.:
-r72.41 -386.:
-rgo.ol 4s6.6,

-rB7.gl -¿oø.¡
-2oo.ol -42r.7
-2r2.21-436.0

-224.g1 -qso.t

'> kxloo'>kt7o5

The main aberratj-on coefficients, half-dimensions of the image j-n x and y coor-dj-nates and the required magnetic fields for.the quadruplet (+ve: focus inx' defocus in y and -ve: deão_cus i;;; focus. i; y)=." a function of the image
:"'åt3lïuiiu "#t""ä"it:m rm:l: slpa'ation di=t.n"., Bcm, enersy, 50 r"rev
Br-: the magnetic riãr¿ setting ;f-;h. outen two quadnupolesB2' the magnetic field settinf ;f ii;; inner two quadnupores

-ls63.0
-1495.0

-1437.0

-1402.o

-1371.01

-1330.01

-r2s4.ol

-1260.0i

tt/a'a
-354.1

-370.7

-386. B

-397.3

-407.41

-422.,!
-nru.rl
-4sl.41

Þ<(r¡n)

13.03

13.34

13.68

13.92

l-4.18

L4.57

14 .98

15.43

&(rrn)

Itg.o¡

J_3.34

13.68

l-3.92

14.18

14.57

14.98

15.43

:FBl(T)

0.3377

o.3246

0.3128

0.30s5

0.2987

0.2892

0.2806

o.2723

TB2 (T)

0.6519

0.6396

0.6278

0.6203

0.6130

0.6027

0.5929

0.5831



II'ffiE DIS:[AÌ'E
fml

0.958

1.058

1.158

1.2s8

1.358

1.558

1.808

2.115I

o\
!

I

CHrcI'ÀIMC 
^âEERRATTCh¡

CQEF:ETCIET\TTS
<x/eci>

t.23i
L.29C

1.35C

1.411

I.472

1.597

I.748
1.939

<x/xò>

þ.aseo
0.5185

0.5406

0.5579

0.5718

1.5917

).6079

).6200

<v,/Oô

à..stt
2.tot
2.84L

2.974

3.106

3.367

3.690

1.083

1vlvt

Table 4'8 The main aberration coefficient, half-dimensions of the image in x and y coor-dinates and the requi-red magnetic fields for the quadruplet (+ve: focus inx, defocus in y and -ve: defòcus in x, focus i. y).'" a function of the objectdistance at image distance, 10 cm? sepänati;; ãl"iå"lã,- B cm, enengy, 50 Mevand standand fringing field functíon.'
Prt the magnetic field setting of the outen two quadnupolesBz' the magnetic fiel-d setting of the innen two quadruþoles

b.osr
[ ,,,
[-.ruo

[.r0,
1.871

r.808

L.745

t.684

SFIIERIEåL ÀBERRAMO.I
C1CEF:ETCIENXS

<x/H'>

| -e¡.¡
I

!102. B

-r25.2
-150.9

-180.0

-249.5

-359.3

-533.8

<x^/e O¿ >

d -rgo.c
| -rt .,
| -rrn.u
| -rrr.,
| -rru.u
| -rrr.o
I -rnr.,
lr-orr-.0

<v/Q'>

-728.!
-87r.C

-1030. c

-1207.C

-1402.a

-1853.0

-2537.0

-3580.0

<v/e.a

| -196.:
| -rt',.n
| -rrr.,
I

I -338-0

-397.3

-s35.7

-749.7
-1802.0

R<(um)

L7.62

16. s3

15.56

14.70

L3.92

l.2.59

II.24
9.93

nv(um)

17.62

16.53

15.56

l.4.70

l.3.92

L2.59

LI.24

9.93

11(r)

0.33ss

0.3262

0.31_83

0.311_5

0.3055

0.2956

0.2860

0.277L

TB2(r)

I 0.6499

I o.u*r,
I o.ur*
I o -urun
I o.urot
0.6097

0.5991

0.5888



small and therefore our choice of a r0 cm image distance wÍrr have a

negligibì'e effect on increasing the contribution of Lhese abemaLions to
the spot size. similanly the object, distance change has a very small
effect on the chnomatic aberration coefficients, even t,hough t,he

spherical aberration coefficienls ane almost, doubled as the object
disLance incneased from 1.35g m fo 1.gog m. This justifies arranging
the doublet rens so as to neduce the divergence angles, as wÍlr be seen

I ater .

Data on the chromatic and spherical abenration coeffieients were

initially caleuLated without including a fringing field, but were later
compared to the same data when eonsidering two types of fringing field
functions. This data is shown in table I.9. The chnomatie aberration
coeffieÍents show littLe change between the three eases. However, the
spherical aberralion coefficients are mueh langen when fringing field-s
are incÌuded, though there are no notieeable differences in their values

at' various levels of fringing fields. on the other hand, the

ealcuLations indicate that the high order aberralion coeffieients are
not a function of the beam energy. Thene ane other types of second

orden parasitic aberration effeet,s due to rotational misalignments which
are dependent upon the divergence angres of the beam. However, they can

be reduced by pnopen adjustment of onry one quadrupoJ.e element10.

The effect of the fringing fÍerd of a quadnupore r_ens on the lens
performanee and eharactenistics is due t,o the introduction of both an

axial component of the magnetic field and nadial components of highen
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CONDITION

no fringing field

fr. field tlpe I

fr. field tlpe 2

The fringing field integrals are:
type 1¡ Il = 0.16667, 1z = 0, 13 = 0.06667, t4 - -0.33333
type 2z rt = 0.2090, Tz - -0 -07678, r¡ - 0.055rg, 14 - -0.3306

I

o\
\o
I

CHROMATIC ÀBERRÀTION
<x/0ô>

L.757

1.750

L.7 48

Table 4.9

<x/xô >

o.6126

0.6087

0.6079

The values
conditions.
tance, 8cm.

COEFFICIENTS
<v/0ô>

3.679

3 .687

3.690

<v/vô >

of the main aberration coefficients in the
Ob ject distance, 1. g0gm, image d j_stance,

1.738

I.7 42

I.7 45

SPHERICAL ÀBERRATION COEFFICIENTS
<x/ 03 >

-233.5

-356.5

-359.3

<x/ oa2 >

-23.28

-7 44 .r
-7 48 .8

<Y/03

-1653.0

-2510.0

-2537 .0

<v/e2o>

-23.27

-7 44 .8

-7 49 -7

( standard fringing
field )

quadruplet fon various
10cm, separation dis-



order multipole fields at, the end-fieJ.d regions which extend over a

distance appnoximatery equal to the quadrupole bore diametenl0. TabLe

4.10 shows the nelatÍonship between the object distanee, the image size

and the magnetic field settings fon the three cases, first without

fringing field and then with two different fringing fields. It is cLear

that the field settings are slightly allered by the presence of fninging
fields of any kind.

Ïn order to demonstrate the effects of the divergence angles and

the energy spread of the proton beam on the final spot size bre uti1ized
a Monte Carlo simulation to trace individual. particles through the Iens

system to the Gaussian image plane. The real distribution of intensity
in the image pl-ane witJ. depend upon the aetual clisfributÍon of the

incident beam from the object slil. The partiele distnibutÍon at the

objeet' plane, however, was assumed to be homogeneous which is acceptable

in our case since the objeet is the very small eoLrimated area in a

relatively large waist of the beam formed by a doublet Lens.

The final beam profile at the image plane, whieh is shown in
figure 4.6, was achieved by adopting the dat,a of the divergence angtes

and enengy spread obtained in the previous study. Al_though more than

80f of the parlicles falI within the area predieted by the finst order

lmage calculations, the eontribution from highen order aberration-s is
seen to be rarge. rn figure 4.7, we have reduced the enengy spread to
half the value of figure It.6. The image size was improved nainly in the
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CONDTTTON

OB]EST
DISrÀ¡m

lmì R< lum I Rr¡ lum I Ts. rrl +e^f rl
No Fringing
FieId

1. 058
1.Ì58
1.258
1.358

16.51
15.55
14.68
13-91

l_6.51_
15.55
14.68
13.91

0.3217
0.3139
0.3072
0.3013

0. 6314
0.6238
0. 6171
0. 6110

Fringing Field
type I

1.058
1.158
1.258
l-.3s8

16.53
15.56
L4.70
13 -92

16.53
l_5.56
l-4.70
13.92

0
0
0
0

3253
3r7 4
3l-06
3046

0. 6390
0.6313
0 .6244
0. 6183

Fringing Fie1d

type 2

1. 0s8
l-.r_58
1.2s8
1. 3s8

16.53
15.56
]-4.70
L3 -92

l_6.53
15.56
l-4.70
13.92

0.3262
0.31_83
0. 3115
0.305s

0.64r_1
0.6333
0 .6264
0.6203

Table 4-ro The half-dimensions of the image in the x andy and the magnetic fields of the quadruplet(+ve: focus in x, defocus in y and _vè, defocusin x, focus in y) as a function of object dis_tance calculated at various conditions. rmagedistance, l0cm, separation distance, gcm and
beam energy, 50 MeV.
Blr the nagnetic field selting of the outen two

quadrupoles
B2t the n'agnetic fiel_d sefring of the in¡ren two

quad::upoles
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yz-plane as a result of minÍmizing the ehromatic aberrations. The

spherical aberrations nemained unehanged.

when we tnied to improve the beam cwrent density by obtaining a

smar'rer image from the doublet lens, the divergence angr.e in the
yz-prane correspondingly increased. The gnaphic pietures of the
microprobe image under these condÍtions are shown in figures 4.g and

4'9' The spot size became dnamaticar.ry worse ctue to the J.arge

aberrations' especiatLy sphepical abernations, with the result that Less
Lhan 50l of the beam is contained within the eonfines of the first order
image. The influence is greater in the xz-plane than in the yz-pJ-ane.

Hence, the dominance of sphericar, aberration and i¿s contribution t,o

enlargement of the image is clear. The effect of chnomatic aberration
i-s relativery minor and the main effort to be made is to minimi ze E,,e

divergence angle of the proton beam. Therefore, the design of the
doublet lens had to be considered as a compromise bethreen high current
intensity and the spot, -size. while searching for an acceptabre
structure for the doubLet lens, the main eoneern Íras to neduce the
divergence angles of the incident beam whir.e at the same time giving a

reasonabl.e current intensity.

The final design of the doublet, which wa.s achieved as exprained
in the rast section, has pnoduced very encounaging nesur.ts a.s shown in
figwes 4.10 and 4.11. The new doublet design uras adopted for it,s
advantage of improving lhe divergence angles in both the xz- and

yz-planes as welr as providing langer beam currents fon the microprobe
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system. As fÍgune 4.10 shows more than 95% of the beam Ís now eontained

within the firsf onden image and Lhe higher onden aberrations are

minimal. Again the improvemenl in spot size stability at a smaller

momenlun spread (figure tr.11 as companed to figure 4.10) is obvious.

The particre distribution at the image plane has proven to be

independent of the beam energy.
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CHAPTER 5

THE FINAL SYSTEI,I, CONSTRUCTION AI{D

ASSEMBLY OF THE MICROPROBE FACILITY

5.1

rn achieving the finar design of our facir.ity, rhe proton

mieropnobe, a thopough analysis of the parameters of the sysLem was

neces'sary' Some of these considenations and constraints have already
been deseribed in previous chaptens. The system wilL be assembled and

mounted on the (150 righc) beam line which is located in the

experimental area of the university of Manitoba eycLotron Laboratory
(fi gure 5. 1 ) .

The proton beam coming from the cyclotron Ís directed by the
switehing magnet to the 150 right beam Line and then focu.sed by the tr.Io

quadnupoles Q5 and Q6 (which ane shown in figune !.1) to form an image.

At this point, we place the object slit for our doubret lens. The

dimensions of the slit are 5 mm and 12 mm in the x and y direetions
respectively. The beam is then focused to an image of 10.0g mm and

5.6 mm in the x and y directions nespectively, 5.21 m downstream. The

doubret configuration has object and image distances of 2.241 m and

2,1\7 n. The physicar length of each quadnupore, which ha-s a square

return path, is 25.08 cm and the apentune radius is 5.zT en The
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Figure 5.1 Map of the Univensity of Manitoba
Cyclotnon and the experimental- area.
The a::row pointing at the position
of the pnoton micnoprobe facility.
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effective length

aceording to the

where

of each of these quadnupoles

following equat,ion:

L =,t + 1.1 a

L = effective lengt,h

g = physical Length

a = aperture radius

is thenefore 31 .1

quadrupole-s is equal- to

The excitation set,tings

energy.

The separation distanee between the lwo

20 em and the Lens is openating in CD fashion.

are neconded in table 5.1 as a functÍon of beam

This configuration of the doublet lens will pnoduce optimum beam

parameters at the micnopnobe objeet slit position. This wirl_ provide

high cwrent densities when the beam is colLimated al the objecl
position of the microprobe system as wel_l as the desinable Low

divergenee angles. The object sl-it of the mienoppobe may be placed at
position S (figure 5.2) which is approximately 1.405 m from the exit of

the second quadnupoLe in the doublet system. At t,his place the beam is
at its minimal dimension of 6.5x2 nn? (beam waist) and has an acceptabty

small divergence angle of 2.232 nrad and 2.593 mrad in the xz- and

yz-planes nespectively. Shou1d higher current densities be requined

when the syslem becomes on-line, object and image distances may be

adiusted by moving the doublet Lens, subjeet to the constnaint that, the

sum of object and image distances remains constant. The acljustment is
done so that a langer object distance can be obtained at the expense of
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BEÀTII ENERGY Br (T) -82 (T)

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

0.1731
0.1938
0.2126
0.2300
0.246r
0.2614
0.2759

0 .L7 44

0.1953
0.2L42
0.23L7
0.2480
0.2634
0 .27 80

Table 5.1 The required magnetic field setting (+ve: focusin x, defocus in y and -ve: defocu! in x, focus' in y) as a functi-on of beam energy. Objectdistance, 2.24Im, image distance, i.I47m, sep_aration distance, 2Ocm (magnetic doublet).
Bl r the magnetic field seÍting of the finst

quadrupole in the beam dinectionBZ, the magnetic field setting of the second
quadnupole in the beam dinection
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FÍgure 5.2 The beam envelope_i" tlrg pre-mícroprobe magnetdoublet system. The objeõt s1ít fðr themicroprobe will be rocaÈed at positi-on s in thisfigure.
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the image distance. The vaLues of lhe magnet exciLation cunrents needed

to provide foeusing, change for different doublet lens locations. ThÍs

adjustment pnoduces a brighter beam spot as an objeet for the microprobe

system for a given cycl0tron beam Íntensity because particles

previousry striking the coLlimator now go through the apert,ure, as long

as no aLteration to the dimensions of the object slit at position S is
made. However the spot size nesulting from the third onder aberrat,ions

increases beeause of the resulting larger divergenee angJ.es. rf lower

curnent density ean be t,oleraled and smaller divergences are desirable,

then this can be achieved either by decreasing the object distance of

the doublet lens relative to Íts image distance on by Íncluding another

collimaton sl-it.

A col,l-imator system at point s defines the object for the

mieroprobe lens. This coll'imator system can be fixed at any width

between 20 and 70 ¡rm. A 70 ¡m sl_it was chosen for these caleulations.

The microprobe quadnupl-et Lens is placed at a dÍstanee of 1.808 m from

position S. Each of the four quadrupoles is 18.09 cm in physical length

i.e. 21.15 cn effeelive length, and has an apertune radius of z.z cm.

The separation distance between neighboring quadrupoJ.es Ís g cm. The

image distance is set at l0 cm from the exit of the last quadnupole.

The magnetie field -strengths as a funetion of proton energy for this
system are tabuLated in table 4.3. The beam envel.ope from the object to
the image is shown in figure 5.3. The beam parameLers at various

positons through its journey toward the target are listed in tabLe 5.2.
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FÍgure 5.3 The beam envelope in the
from positíon S (object
plane (target, position).

microprobe system
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POSITION Rx e Ry 0

At the 15" object
slit for the
doublet

At position S

Just after the
microprobe object
slit at position S

At the image plane
of the microprobe
(target position)

6mm

3.25mm

35um

I1.24 Um

4 .5mrad

2.323mrad

2.232mrad

6.950mrad

2.5mm

l-mm

35¡lm

11. 2 4 ¡rm

1.21-mra

2.59 3mra

c

c

2.59 3mrad

8.074mrad

Table 5-2 Harf-dimensions and half-divergence angres ofthe proton beam i-n x and y coordinates at se-lected positions in the finar microprobe system.
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The nelaLive orientation of the quadrupoles is an essential

factor since imperfect alignment ean introduee major problems which lead

to losing focus2l '22. Translational aLignment of the system elements

can be achieved to a precision of t26 ¡rm. This accuracy wÍIl reduce the

misaLignment effect on broadening the beam. rf the elements of the

quadrupì.et are aligned mechanically, the notational misalignment can be

langety conreeted by rot,ating one of the four quadrupol""10. High

accuracy of adjustment in all directions is pnovided to aLl four

quadrupoles. Contnibution from lhe high orden harmonic eontaminations

should be reduced to an acceptable level by adjusting the divergence

angres as we stated earlier. The invesligations indieate that the

-*""ond and third order aberration coefficients are not functions of the

divengence angles. Therefore, the values tabulated in tabLe 4.lO are

associated wÍth our system and conLribute to the dist,ribution in the

image plane as in figwes 4.10 and 4.11. Further reduction to the spot

size can be accompLished by elÍminating the effects of the sphenical

abenrations in third order. ThÍs may be done by setting an octupoJ_e

fierd of a eertain val,ue at the exÍt of lhe quadruplet lenslO. pLacing

a slit on the image side of the lens proved of no val-ue in eliminating

the scattered particles as might have been expect,ed. Such a slit causes

a neduction in intensity as welL as introducing beam scattering and

background radiation20. The estimated eurrent density at the target

posicion is approxÍmately 5 t 0.5 pL/vn? per pA of cycrotron beam.
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The suggested technique fon scanning the sample Ís to move the

tanget across the microbeam by placing it on a target holder which can

be moved in bot,h horizontal and vertical directions. This is preferabl-e

to the deflection of the microbeam across a fixed target. The Latter

technique has many drawbacks such as the deterioration of the quality of

the beam spot.

ïn order to minimize the vibration effect on the microprobe

system, the whol-e microprobe unit i.e. the object slit through to and

ineluding the target, has io be mounted on a heavy base such as a

granite or honeycomb slab supported by a vibration isolation system.

The sys|em will then behave as a nigÍd pendulum and vibrations will be

damped.

5.2 Construetfon and assembly of system elements

slit edge scattening is a problem associat,ed with all kinds of
sLit designs, though of varyÍng magnitude. The scattering level has

been found to be related to the slit material acconding to the formuLa
u(l'/pz'') where A, p and z are the atomic weight, density and atomie

number of the slit mateniar respeetiveJ.y21,22, as welL as the slit,
conf Í Surati on . Coll imalor slits made of ni ckel on tantalì.¡m are flavored.

Four clifferent design conf igurations of the eoLlimator slits (figure

5.lt) were analyticaÌ1y tested to minimize effects from edge scattering

of the proLons. These tests showed t,hat the design suggested by

Nobiling and shown in figure 5.4 (O) nas the teast.stit scatteringz.
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(o)

(c)

Fj.gure 5.4

û

f_-t

J
-r lmr¡ (b)

(d)

The four slit confj_gurations tested.
The thickness of the slit material (t)
is identical for all the slits and isequal to the proton range (5.1 mm) at
50 MeV.
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The scattering was aLso found to be linearly proportional t,o beam

energy. The two sets of colllmaton s1its, which ane already assembì.ed,

are made of nÍckel and shaped aecording to Nobiling. These are

water-cooled and shown in plate 5.5.

Quadnupole magnets in the doublet system are designed to have a

square magnetic relurn path of 45.T en in dimension. The poles are of a

circular Lipped shape and tapened at the Lwo ends to avoid saturation.

A coil of 98 turns is wound around each po1e. These are made up of

square copper wire of 0.579 cm in dimension with a 0,325 cm square hole

for waten-cooling. After winding, the coils are baked in a mold r"rith

EPOxy matenial- fon 24 hours to provide rigidity to the coils. The

quadrupole magnets are assembled (plate 5.6) and then mounted on

V-shaped cradles whieh pnovide the adjustment required for latter lens

aLignment. The quadrupoLe.doublet system is complete and has been

mounted on a heavy steel table.

The microprobe quadrupoles ane desÍgned differentJ.y and with

higher precision than the doubLet system. This is due to the very high

sensitivity of these magnets and the consequent effects on the prolon

microbeam. The magnetic retunn path i.s of a round shape and is 61 cm in

diameter. The two ends of each pole ane tapered in the same hray as in

the doubret magnets and the tips are carefully nounded with very high

precision to minimize the surface roughness of Lhe pole tips in order to

ensure uniformity in the magnetie field distnibution as well. as

minimizing parasitic aberrations. A squaned-shaped coiL of 56 twns is
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wound around each poLe. Again, these coils are made up of t,he same type

of copper wire as in the doublet sysLem. Fon the purpose of providing

high rigidity, these coils are plaeed into a mold where they ane vacuum

impregnaled using a special type of EPOXY. The high excitatlon eurrents

which ane supplied to these coils cause t,he eoils to attract one another

upon excitation. cwrentì.y, the four micropnobe magnets have already

been constnucted in our magnet wonkshop, and are neady to be assembLed

into a unit.

Plate 5.7 illustrates one of these quadrupole magnets before

assembLy. A protofype magnet was buÍrt for a magnetie field
distrÍbution tests earlier and the resul-ts hrere sat,isfaetory as has been

described earlier in chapter (4). Since t,he multidÍrectional alignment

of the micropnobe quadrupoles is very eritical and required a precision

of 100 ¡rm,speciaIJ.y designed cnadles wene built to accommodate these

magnets. This design, which is ilrustrated in plate 5.9, wiLl provide

an alignemt in x, y and z direcLions with a precision of 26 ¡rm.

At this stage, extent of the effect of vibration on the system is
not known. Therefore, to minimize the tot,al eosts, a rather eheap heavy

steel tabLe made of available matenÍaL has been built, to hord the

microprobe unit. should the vibnation effects be found to be very

destnuctive to the microbeam, the steel table may be replaced by granite

or honeycomb with vibrafion free isolation.
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since the expertÍse is avaiLable, the construction of all the

eLements described in this text has been earried out at the magnel and

machine workshops of the Faeulty of science, university of Manitoba.

The copper coils were wound, insulated and theÍr resistance was tested
for continuity. Another test was perfonmed on the vacuum-impregnated

coils to examine the effects of operating al high rnagnitization

currenfs. A coir was loaded by currents of up to 150 amperes for zu

hours with furl water-cooling. No overheating or eracking was notieed.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
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CHAPTER 6

-
CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMAKRS

The resurts from this study of beam parameters and ion optics of
the univensity of Manitoba microprobe system can be summarized as

follows:

1. The separation distance between neighboring quadnupole magnets must

be kepû as smarl as possibr.e, wiLhin meehaniear limitations, so a.s

to minimize image spor sÍze. The physiear Lmitations set by our
magnet windings require lhat the smaLlest achievabLe separation
distance is I cm.

2. The image size and t,he quadrupore fields are invensely proportional
to object disrance, for a eonstant image distance. using very rong
object distance's, whÍch will minimize image size, introduces several.
disadvantages:

(a) The need fon high stabir.ity powen supplies for magnets

(tttt = 1o-5 to ro-8).

(b) The need for exeessÍve space to contain the micnopnobe.

(c) The pnobJ.ems associated with the effect of stray external
fields on beam stability.
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The 1.808 m object, distance which was chosen pnoduces a spot size of
t22.5 x 22.5 ym', at an image distance 10 cm from rhe exit of the

microprobe. The assumed object size was 7Ox7O ur2. Fo" a smaller
object size the aehÍevable image spot, size wilL be reduced by the
same ratio. The current intensity in the image becomes

connespondingly smarler. Finally, this image spot size can be

furthen decreased if the beam emittanee is improved or if mone space

become.s avai I abl e .

3. At a fixed objeet distance, the image size

to image distance while the magnetic fielcls
pnoportional to image dist,ance.

The divergence of the lncÍdent beam contributes

third order sphenical abenrations in the spot si
abenrations dominate over second order chromatic

Chromatie and spherical'aberration coefficients in second and third
orden are found to be independent of beam energy or divergences.

These aberraLion coeffieÍenLs do depend, however, on the image and

objeet distances as described in chapter (q).

4' Chnomatic and spherical aberration coefficients change noticeably
when a fringing field is included in the beam opties calculation.
The shape of the frÍnging fierd, however, has negJ.igibre effect on

the values of these coeffieients.

is l-inearly pnoportional

are again inversely

significantly to the

ze. These

abernations. Thus ,

tr
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more emphasis must be placed on lhe minimizatÍon of spherical

aberrations.

The Nobiling design for collimalon slits was adopted in order to

minimize slit edge scaLtering of pnotons.

A carefuL procedwe fon arigning the quadrupole magnets at, assembLy

will be necessary.

Posslble lmprovement fn the nteroprobe systen

fn onder to further neduce spherieal and chromatic aberrations,

additional beam optical studies could be useful.

Should the microbeam cwrent be inadequate to produce sufficient

x-ray intensity from a target, the doublet system can be adjusted with

respect to the object and image planes, thus inereasing the object

distance relative to the image distance. This incnea.ses the brightness

of the object for fhe microprobe syslem as described in chapter (5).

Smaller divergence angles can be obt,ained, eilher by neducing the

ratio of the object to image distance of the upstream doublet, or by

mounting a eoLlimator slit at a certain distance from the objeet slit of

the microprobe. These two effeets are interdependent, but an optÍmun

condition can be found.
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Finally, the mÍcrobeam image can be st,udied in det,air- by

observing the spot size on a scintillating material with an optical
mi croseope.
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